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GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation
What legislation governs securitisation in your jurisdiction? Has your jurisdiction enacted a
specific securitisation law?

While section 110 of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 established a tax regime to facilitate securitisation transaction,
there is no specific Irish legislation that governs securitisation transactions. The law in Ireland applicable to
securitisation transactions is derived from EU law that has been implemented into Irish domestic law or has direct
effect in Ireland, primarily Regulation (EU) 2017/2402 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December
2017 (the Securitisations Regulation).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Applicable transactions
Does your jurisdiction define which types of transactions constitute securitisations?

Irish domestic legislation does not include a specific definition of 'securitisation'. However, the Securitisation
Regulation and the FVC (financial vehicle corporations) Regulation include different definitions that apply in different
contexts.
The Securitisation Regulation defines a securitisation as a transaction or scheme whereby the credit risk associated
with an exposure or a pool of exposures is tranched, having all of the following characteristics:
payments in the transaction or scheme are dependent upon the performance of the exposure or of the pool of
exposures;
the subordination of tranches determines the distribution of losses during the ongoing life of the transaction or
scheme; and
the transaction or scheme does not create exposures that possess all of the characteristics listed in article
147(8) of Regulation (EU) No. 575/2013.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Market climate
How large is the market for securitisations in your jurisdiction?

The majority of market data for securitisations is based on the statistical data reported to the European Central Bank in
respect of FVC securitisations, which has been compiled since 2009.
In respect of the third quarter of 2021, there were 1,451 Irish incorporated FVC vehicles (Atlantic Star Consulting Irish
SPV Report Q3 2021), holding 25.8 per cent of the FVC assets in the eurozone (European Central Bank Statistical Data
Warehouse September 2021 https://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/reports.do?node=1000003622 ).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

REGULATION
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Regulatory authorities
Which body has responsibility for the regulation of securitisation?

Under the European Union (General Framework for Securitisation and Specific Framework for Simple, Transparent and
Standardised Securitisation) Regulations 2018 (the Irish Securitisation Regulations), the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI)
has been appointed as the competent authority for securitisations for Irish institutional investors, originators, sponsors,
original lenders and securitisation special purpose entities (SSPEs).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Licensing and authorisation requirements
Must originators, servicers or issuers be licensed?

The holding of legal title, retention of strategic management and control and loan servicing of certain forms of
consumer and small and medium-sized enterprise loan assets are regulated pursuant to the credit servicing regime
provided for in the Central Bank Act 1997 (as amended). Safe harbours to this regime exist for certain actors, such as
financial institutions authorised to provide relevant credit in Ireland by either the CBI or EEA-equivalent authorities.
Certain forms of lending, such as consumer and mortgage lending, require separate licences, either as a credit
institution or as a retail credit firm.
The arranger or placement agent of the securitisation will need to be licensed or operating in Ireland on a passported
basis pursuant to the Capital Requirements Regulation or Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II or fall into
certain safe harbours for third-country providers. Since the introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), registration of data controllers is no longer required, although all parties must adhere to their general GDPR
obligations.
In recent months, there have been a number of recent legislative developments that will impact licensing requirements
for originators. In July 2021, the Irish government published the Consumer Protection (Regulation of Retail Credit and
Credit Servicing Firms) Bill 2021, which extends the Irish retail credit licensing regime to any currently unregulated
providers of consumer hire-purchase, consumer hire (eg, PCP car finance) and consumer indirect credit provision, such
as the emerging point of sale lending sector. While this bill is still undergoing parliamentary scrutiny it is expected to be
prioritised and enacted later this year. In addition, with the publication of Directive (EU) 2021/2167 of the European
Parliament and of the Council on 8 December 2021 on credit servicers and credit purchasers, it is anticipated that
certain amendments will be made to the Irish credit servicing regime to reflect its provisions. Finally, Regulation (EU)
2020/1503 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 October 2020, which establishes an EU regulatory
regime for crowdfunding service providers has been transposed into Irish law pursuant to the European Union
(Crowdfunding) Regulations 2021 (S.I. No.702 of 2021). The Central Bank of Ireland has been appointed as the
competent Irish authority and has recently publish materials outlining the authorisation process applicable to
crowdfunding service providers operating in Ireland.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

What will the regulator consider before granting, refusing or withdrawing authorisation?

The CBI must be satisfied that the mind and management of the firm is situated in Ireland, as evidenced by factors
such as the location and residency of senior management and whether there are 'boots on the ground' in Ireland.
Outsourcing is permitted, but is subject to careful scrutiny by the CBI. Other core assessments are made in respect of
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the financial soundness, integrity and reputation of the firm and its shareholders, directors and senior management, the
business plan proposed and the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controls and supervision in respect of
its operation.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Sanctions
What sanctions can the regulator impose?

The CBI has extensive powers to investigate suspected contraventions and if necessary take steps against noncompliant firms and individuals, such as issuing directions, imposing fines, prohibiting individuals from holding certain
management positions, withdrawing authorisation and suspending business.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Public disclosure requirements
What are the public disclosure requirements for issuance of a securitisation?

Prospectus regulation
Any securitisation transactions that constitute an 'offer to the public' of the securities within the EU or involve the listing
of securities on a 'regulated market' in the EU require the preparation of a prospectus in accordance with the
Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129).
A prospectus must contain the necessary information that is material to an investor for making an informed
assessment of:
the assets and liabilities, profits and losses, financial position, and prospects of the issuer and of any guarantor;
the rights attaching to the securities;
the reasons for the issuance and its impact on the issuer; and
be written and presented in a format that is 'easily analysable, concise and comprehensible', taking into account
the nature and circumstances of the issuer, and the type of securities.

The prospectus must be approved by the relevant competent authority (in Ireland this is the CBI) and must be publicly
available.

Securitisation Regulation
The Securitisation Regulation requires that at the outset of the securitisation, the following information be made
available to investors, relevant competent authorities and potential investors (the recipients):
the final offering document or the prospectus (or where no prospectus is required to be prepared, the transaction
summary) together with the closing transaction documents, excluding legal opinions;
for traditional securitisation the asset sale agreement, assignment, novation or transfer agreement and any
relevant declaration of trust;
the derivatives and guarantee agreements, as well as any relevant documents on collateralisation arrangements
where the exposures being securitised remain exposures of the originator;
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the servicing, backup servicing, administration and cash management agreements;
the trust deed, security deed, agency agreement, account bank agreement, guaranteed investment contract,
incorporated terms or master trust framework or master definitions agreement or such legal documentation with
equivalent legal value;
any relevant inter-creditor agreements, derivatives documentation, subordinated loan agreements, start-up loan
agreements and liquidity facility agreements; and
the underlying documentation shall include a detailed description of the priority of payments of the securitisation.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

What are the ongoing public disclosure requirements following a securitisation issuance?

Securitisation Regulation
During the life of a securitisation, the Securitisation Regulation requires that quarterly investor reports be prepared and
made available to the recipients. Such reports must include the following:
all materially relevant data on the credit quality and performance of the underlying exposures of the
securitisation;
information on events that trigger changes in the priority of payments or the replacement of any counterparties
and data on the cashflows generated by the underlying exposures and by the liabilities of the securitisation; and
information about the risk retained in compliance with the risk retention requirements under article 6 of the
Securitisation Regulation.

Furthermore, originators, sponsors and SSPEs need to make available to the recipients the following ad hoc
information during the life of the securitisation:
where applicable, any inside information relating to the securitisation as required under the Market Abuse
Regulation (MAR) (Regulation (EU) 596/2014);
a material breach of the obligations provided for in the transaction documents, including any remedy, waiver or
consent subsequently provided in relation to such a breach;
a change in the structural features that can materially impact the performance of the securitisation;
a change in the risk characteristics of the securitisation or of the underlying exposures that can materially impact
the performance of the securitisation; and
any material amendment to the transaction documents relating to the securitisation.

Market Abuse Regulation
MAR requires issuers who have had their securities admitted to trading (or have made an application for admission to
trading) on a regulated market or a multilateral trading facility in the EU to publicly disclose as soon as possible any
inside information that directly concerns that issuer.
Inside information is defined in MAR as ‘information of a precise nature, which has not been made public, relating,
directly or indirectly, to one or more issuers or to one or more financial instruments, and which, if it were made public,
would be likely to have a significant effect on the prices of those financial instruments or on the price of related
derivative financial instruments’.
Disclosure must be made in a manner that enables a prompt and complete assessment by the public of the
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information, may not be combined with marketing information and must be posted and maintained on the issuer’s
website for at least five years.
An issuer may delay disclosure of inside information if:
immediate disclosure is likely to prejudice the issuer’s legitimate interests;
the delay is not likely to mislead the public; and
the issuer can ensure the confidentiality of the information.

Where an issuer delays disclosure of inside information, MAR requires the issuer to inform the relevant competent
authority (in Ireland, the CBI) in writing of the delayed disclosure and, if required by the relevant member state, to
provide the relevant competent authority with a written explanation of how the conditions for delay were satisfied, in
each case immediately after public disclosure.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

ELIGIBILITY
Originators
Outside licensing considerations, are there any restrictions on which entities can be originators?

If an entity intends to act as an originator for the purposes of the Securitisation Regulation it must come within the
scope of the following definition:
itself or through related entities, directly or indirectly, was involved in the original agreement that created the
obligations or potential obligations of the debtor or potential debtor giving rise to the exposures being
securitised; or
purchases a third party’s exposures on its own account and then securitises them.

An entity established or operating for the sole purpose of securitising exposures will not be considered to be an
originator.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Receivables
What types of receivables or other assets can be securitised?

There are no specific laws on securitisation in Ireland, which prohibit the securitisation of any particular asset classes.
The Securitisation Regulation prohibits securitisations where the underlying assets themselves are securitisation
positions (resecuritisations). There are very limited derogations to the ban on resecuritisations, set out in article 8 of
the Securitisation Regulation.
If it is intended that a securitisation qualify as a simple, transparent and standardised securitisation under the
Securitisation Regulation, the underlying assets must comply with certain procedural and structural requirements. Irish
securitisation transactions are used for a wide range of asset classes, including:
loan portfolios;
leases;
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trade receivables;
credit cards;
car finance; and
hire purchase arrangements.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Investors
Are there any limitations on the classes of investors that can participate in an offering in a
securitisation transaction?

While Irish law does not impose absolute prohibitions on certain classes of investors, securitisations are typically
structured such that the securities are only offered to sophisticated investors, with transaction documentation
containing selling restrictions designed to ensure that this is the case and (where applicable) avoid the need to publish
a prospectus or the creation of a Key Investor Document pursuant to the EU PRIIPs Regulation (Regulation (EU)
1286/2014), by prohibiting any sale of securities to retail investors.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Custodians/servicers
Who may act as custodian, account bank and portfolio administrator or servicer for the
securitised assets and the securities?

The roles of custodian, account bank and portfolio administrator or servicer are generally performed by a bank or
investment firm that is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland or another European competent authority.
For certain classes of Irish assets (such as residential mortgages), the servicer must be licensed (or deemed licensed)
as a credit servicing firm under a domestic Irish regulatory regime.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Public-sector involvement
Are there any special considerations for securitisations involving receivables with a public-sector
element?

There are no special considerations for securitisations involving receivables with a public sector element in Ireland. In
certain instances, public sector bodies could be entitled to claim sovereign immunity. Due diligence should be carried
out on a public sector body prior to entering into any agreements with public bodies.
Prior to entering into a transaction with the National Asset Management Agency (NAMA), consideration should be
given to the National Asset Management Agency Act 2009 , which provides NAMA with extensive powers beyond
those available to traditional players in the Irish finance market.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

TRANSACTIONAL ISSUES
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SPV forms
Which forms can special purpose vehicles take in a securitisation transaction?

SPVs in securitisations usually take the form of either a private limited company (usually a designated activity
company) or a public limited company. The most common form is a designated activity company, with public limited
companies only being used for cases where the transaction involves a 'retail' issue of securities (namely securities with
a minimum denomination of less that €100,000) ( section 68, Companies Act 2014 ).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

SPV formation process
What is involved in forming the different types of SPVs in your jurisdiction?

SPVs are usually incorporated within three to five business days. The organisational documents of the SPV comprise
the certificate of incorporation and the constitution of the company (which comprises the memorandum and articles of
association).
An SPV incorporated as a private limited company can have a nominal issued share capital. However, a public limited
company is required to have a minimum issued share capital of €25,000, a quarter of which must be paid up so that the
company can receive a certificate to permit it to commence trading ( section 1006 and section 1010 of the
Companies Act 2014).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Governing law
Is it possible to stipulate which jurisdiction’s law applies to the assignment of receivables to the
SPV?

Irish law will, in most instances, recognise the choice of law by the parties to the transaction. In respect of Irish lawgoverned receivables, typically the receivables sale agreement will be governed by Irish law, given that it is Irish law that
determines valid sale and perfection issues for Irish law receivables.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Asset acquisition and transfer
May an SPV acquire new assets or transfer its assets after issuance of its securities? Under what
conditions?

Irish law does not prohibit the SPV transferring assets or acquiring new assets after its securities. Any restrictions in
doing so would be included in the transaction documents governing the securitisation.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Registration
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What are the registration requirements for a securitisation?

Under the Irish Securitisation Regulations, the SPV (as well as any Irish entity acting as originator or sponsor of the
securitisation) is required to notify the Central Bank of Ireland of the issuance of the securities under the securitisation
within 15 working days of the issue of the securities ( Regulation 6 – S.I. No. 656 of 2018 ).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Obligor notification
Must obligors be informed of the securitisation? How is notification effected?

Obligors under a securitisation are not required to be informed of the securitisation. It is normal for the receivables
under a securitisation to be assigned to the relevant trustee by way of equitable assignment. In such a scenario, the
obligor continues to repay its debt as it normally would and receives good discharge of its debt if it repays the assignor
and not the SPV.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

What confidentiality and data protection measures are required to protect obligors in a
securitisation? Is waiver of confidentiality possible?

The General Data Protection Regulation does not apply to the data of corporations and only applies to the data of
natural persons. In some instances (such as in a residential mortgage-backed security securitisation), there might be
the transfer of residential mortgages from a seller to the SPV, which would involve the provision of personal data. It is
normal for the names and personal details of such natural persons to be anonymised or not included in the transaction
documents at all.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Credit rating agencies
Are there any rules regulating the relationship between credit rating agencies and issuers? What
factors do ratings agencies focus on when rating securitised issuances?

Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 (as amended) governs the relationship between the SPV and rating agencies. If the
securities are to be rated, the SPV must appoint at least two credit rating agencies to provide credit ratings
independently of each other in respect of the securitisation. Aside from portfolio-level credit quality, the rating agencies
focus on legal and tax issues, such as true sale analysis, insolvency of the issuer and withholding tax on the notes.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Directors’ and officers’ duties
What are the chief duties of directors and officers of SPVs? Must they be independent of the
originator and owner of the SPV?

The directors of the SPV must adhere to the duties of a director as set out in Part 5 of the Companies Act 2014 ,
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including acting in good faith and in the best interests of the company, acting in accordance with the company's
constitution and avoiding conflicts between duties to the company and personal interests ( section 228 of the
Companies Act 2014 ). There is no requirement for the directors of the SPV to be independent of the originator or
owner of the SPV. For the SPV to be tax-resident in Ireland it is usual for a majority of directors to be Irish tax-resident
and for board meetings to be held in Ireland. If the SPV is an orphan SPV (ie, the shares of the SPV are held in trust for
a charity) it is more common for the directors of such an SPV to be independent directors who are usually provided by
the corporate administrator of the SPV.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Risk exposure
Are there regulations requiring originators and arrangers to retain some exposure to risk in a
securitisation?

In accordance with article 6 of the Securitisation Regulation, the originator, sponsor or original lender of a securitisation
must retain on an ongoing basis a material net economic interest in the securitisation of not less than 5 per cent. That
interest is measured at the origination and shall be determined by the notional value for off-balance-sheet items. Article
6 of the Securitisation Regulation sets out five permitted retention methods. These include the following (which are the
most commonly chosen approaches):
the retention of a first loss exposure of not less than 5 per cent of every securitised exposure in the securitisation;
or
the retention of not less than 5 per cent of the nominal value of each of the tranches sold or transferred to
investors.

Where it is proposed that an originator be established to hold the retention amount, this may not be an entity that has
been 'established or operates for the sole purpose of securitising exposures'. The aim here is to prevent structures
being established to meet the legal requirements of the retention rules but not comply with the spirit of the
Securitisation Regulation.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

SECURITY
Types
What types of collateral/security are typically granted to investors in a securitisation in your
jurisdiction?

Irish securitisation SPVs typically grant legal (or equitable) assignments and fixed or floating charges over their assets
(including the transferred receivables and all accounts established by the SPV in connection with the operation of the
securitisation) in favour of a security trustee (to hold for itself and for the benefit of the secured parties to the
transaction). Such security is typically directly enforceable by the security trustee only; however, the other secured
creditors normally have an ability to direct the security trustee.
An assignment (legal or equitable) is a transfer of title together with a condition for reassignment on redemption and
constitutes a mortgage, whereas a fixed or floating charge, in comparison to an assignment, is simply an encumbrance
on the assets entitling the security holder to a preferential right to payment out of the assets in priority to other
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creditors of the SPV.
Certain formalities must be complied with for an assignment to constitute a legal assignment. These formalities
include: the delivery of notice in writing of the assignment to the underlying obligor(s) in accordance with the
requirements of section 28(6) of the Supreme Court of Judicature (Ireland) Act 1877 (the Judicature Act); the
assignment constituting an assignment of the whole (and not part) of the debt; the assignment being in writing and
under the hand of the SPV; and the assignment being an absolute assignment and not one by way of a charge.
Assignments not complying with these requirements are equitable in nature. Any subsequent assignment made after
an equitable assignment which is compliant with the aforementioned formalities will take priority over the equitable
assignment where the Judicature Act has not yet been complied with, with respect to that equitable assignment.
A fixed charge is commonly granted over specific assets and restricts the ability of the chargor to deal with the
affected assets. A floating charge is granted over a class of assets (both present and future) and entitles the SPV to
continue managing the charged assets in the ordinary course of its business pending the occurrence of a defined
'crystallisation event'. Upon the occurrence of such an event, the floating charge will attach to the relevant assets and
effectively become a fixed charge. In determining whether a charge is a fixed charge or a floating charge the Irish
courts will assess the degree of control over the assets rather than how it is named or described. A fixed charge ranks
ahead in priority to a floating charge, and for this reason creditors of the SPV will seek to take as much notionally fixed
security as possible and also a qualifying floating charge.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Perfection
How is the interest of investors in a securitisation in the underlying security perfected in your
jurisdiction?

If an Irish SPV grants security over certain types of assets it must register short particulars of that with the Irish
Registrar of Companies within 21 days of its creation. In such circumstances, the Irish SPV is said to have created a
'registrable charge'. Security granted over the following assets does not constitute a registrable charge and is exempt
from the requirement to register particulars with the Irish Registrar of Companies: (1) cash; (2) money credited to an
account of a financial institution, or any other deposits; (3) shares, bonds or debt instruments; (4) units in collective
investment undertakings or money market instruments; and (5) claims and rights (such as dividends or interest) in
respect of anything referred to in any of (2)–(4) above.
Failure to register a registrable charge within 21 days of its creation will result in the charge being void as against the
liquidator and any creditors of the Irish SPV.
Although there is a 21-day period during which a registrable charge is required to be registered, the preference is that it
be registered as soon as possible after its creation, as the priority of charges is linked to the date of registration, rather
than the date of creation of the charge.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Enforcement
How do investors enforce their security interest?

In respect of an Irish securitisation, the SPV will usually grant the security package to the security trustee who holds the
security for the benefit of itself and the other secured parties, including the investors. As such, it is the security trustee
who will take steps, either at its own initiation or at the direction of the secured parties, to enforce the security. Where
there has been an event of default or any other event triggering enforcement, the security is then enforced in
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accordance with the terms of the security document. Typically, the security trustee will appoint a receiver in
accordance with the terms of the security document, and while receivers typically have wide-ranging powers to use and
dispose of the charged assets, such powers are subject and limited to the terms of the relevant security document. In
theory, a receiver could service the charged assets and operate the cash flows of the SPV for the remaining life of the
securitisation. However, the more likely course of action will be that the receiver will try to sell the assets for the highest
price reasonably achievable and distribute the proceeds thereof in accordance with the applicable post-enforcement
priority of payment.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Commingling risk
Is commingling risk relating to collections an issue in your jurisdiction?

Commingling risk arises where, for example, the proceeds of receivables are paid into a collection account that also
holds other amounts. In these circumstances, the risk is that if the account holder of the collection account were to go
insolvent, the proceeds related to the receivables might not be readily identifiable and therefore might be available to
the securitisation investors. Techniques employed in securitisation transactions to mitigate this risk include, among
others, inserting terms into the transaction documents that require a regular sweep of the funds in the collection
account to a separate account.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

TAXATION
Originators
What are the primary tax considerations for originators in your jurisdiction?

Originators that are established in Ireland tend to be structured as qualifying companies for the purposes of section
110 of the Irish Taxes Consolidation Act 1997, commonly known as 'Section 110 Companies', or as regulated
investment funds. The regulated investment funds (the ICAV legal form is most commonly used) are effectively exempt
from tax on income and gains in Ireland.
The following points may be relevant to both Irish and non-Irish originators interacting with an Irish resident issuer:
whether the transfer of any assets by the originator will be subject to value added tax (VAT);
whether fees payable under any of the servicing arrangements between the originator and the issuer will be
subject to VAT or withholding taxes;
whether the activities of the originator could create a taxable presence or permanent establishment of the issuer
outside Ireland (if a non-Irish originator); and
if an originator is transferring any debts or assets that have an Irish situs, that transfer may be chargeable to Irish
stamp duty unless there is an applicable exemption (the Irish stamp duty legislation includes exemptions for debt
factoring and transfer of loan capital).
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Issuers
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What are the primary tax considerations for issuers in your jurisdiction? What structures are used
to avoid entity-level taxation of issuers?

The primary concerns for Irish resident issuers include:
ensuring that no Irish withholding tax will be imposed with respect to payments of interest or other distributions
by the issuer;
ensuring that the issuer can take a deduction for Irish tax purposes for any such payments of interest or other
distributions; and
analysing whether any of the services provided to the issuer by service providers outside Ireland are subject to
VAT in Ireland on the reverse charge basis.

Irish issuers are generally structured as Section 110 Companies. To qualify for the tax treatment under section 110, the
company must satisfy a number of conditions:
it must be resident in Ireland for tax purposes;
it must acquire, hold or manage qualifying assets (broadly, all forms of financial assets, commodities, plant and
machinery and carbon offsets) or have entered into certain arrangements, such as swaps, which themselves
constitute qualifying assets;
the market value of the qualifying assets must be €10 million or more on the date they are first acquired, held or
entered into;
it must generally enter into all transactions on an arm’s-length basis, although certain exceptions exist for profitrelated interest or distributions; and
it must make a notification to the Irish Revenue Commissioners

Payments of interest by an Irish issuer are generally subject to interest withholding tax at 20 per cent. However, there
are a number of domestic exemptions that can apply, including for payments on quoted Eurobonds and wholesale debt
instruments and payments by Section 110 Companies to persons resident in the EU or a jurisdiction with which Ireland
has signed a double taxation agreement.
The taxable profits of a Section 110 Company are calculated as if it were a trading entity, with the result that the
company should be able to deduct funding costs, including swap payments and profit or results dependent interest.
Any residual profit is liable to corporation tax at 25 per cent.
In general, interest paid on a quoted Eurobond or wholesale debt instrument is deductible, subject to certain conditions
being met. In addition, interest paid to another Irish resident person or to a person that is subject to tax in an EU
member state or jurisdiction with which Ireland has signed a double taxation agreement is also generally deductible.
There are certain anti-avoidance provisions that can restrict deductibility of interest payments by the Section 110
Company issuer where the interest is paid to a person who is not subject to tax in an EU member state or jurisdiction
with which Ireland has signed a double taxation agreement and who controls or has entered into a material contractual
relationship with the issuer. From 1 January 2020, certain changes to the provisions of section 110 increased the
number of structures that may be subject to these anti-avoidance provisions. Broadly, the changes mean that a Section
110 Company may be restricted in its ability to deduct profit or results-dependent interest where such interest is paid to
someone who:
has 'significant influence', directly or indirectly, over the Section 110 Company (meaning an ability to participate in
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the financial and operating decisions of the Section 110 Company); and
holds, directly or indirectly, more than 20 per cent of either the issued share capital in the Section 110 Company,
or 20 per cent of the principal value of profit or results-dependent securities issued by the Section 110 Company,
or the right to 20 per cent of the interest of other distributions payable in respect of profit or results-dependent
securities issued by the Section 110 Company.

The restriction on deductibility does not apply if the holder of the debt instrument can confirm that the interest payable
on that debt instrument is subject to tax in an EU member state or jurisdiction with which Ireland has signed a double
taxation agreement.
In addition, the anti-hybrid rules introduced in Ireland from 1 January 2020 may impact Section 110 Companies and
restrict deductibility of payments, which result in a hybrid mismatch outcome. This is a cross-border arrangement that
generally uses a hybrid entity or hybrid instrument and results in a mismatch in the tax treatment of a payment across
jurisdictions.
From 1 January 2020, the Irish transfer pricing rules were extended and may apply to certain of the activities of Section
110 Companies. The transfer pricing rules do not apply with respect to any instruments issued by a Section 110
Company that carry a right to profit or results-dependent interest or returns.
Finally, the interest deductibility limitation rule set out in Council Directive (EU) 2016/1164 (the Anti-Tax Avoidance
Directive) applies in Ireland to accounting periods of ‘relevant entities’ commencing on or after 1 January 2022.
The interest limitation rule provides that interest costs in excess of 30 per cent of an entity’s earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortisation will not be deductible in the year in which they are incurred but may remain available
for carry forward. The restriction on interest deductibility only applies in respect of the amount by which the borrowing
costs exceed ‘interest revenues and other equivalent taxable revenues from financial assets’.
To the extent an issuer funds interest payments it makes solely from interest revenues and equivalent amounts, the
issuer should have limited, or no, exceeding borrowing costs. In such circumstances, there should be no material
impact on the issuer’s tax position. The interest limitation rule also provides for a de minimis exemption such that in
circumstances where the issuer’s exceeding borrowing costs in a financial year are less than €3 million, no restriction
should apply.
The legislation contains additional exceptions, including the concept of a ‘single company worldwide group’, which may
be relevant to certain issuers.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

Investors
What are the primary tax considerations for investors?

The primary concerns for investors in an Irish issuer include:
ensuring that they receive payments from the issuer without deduction of withholding tax; and
ensuring that they are not subject to tax in Ireland with respect to payments received from an Irish issuer.
Investors who are not resident and who do not carry on a business in Ireland through either a branch or agency in
Ireland are only liable to Irish taxation on their Irish source income. A debt due by an Irish-resident company may
be regarded as property that is situated in Ireland, and if that is the case, the interest payable on a debt
instrument issued by an Irish issue would be regarded as Irish source interest. However, such income will be
exempt from Irish income tax where:
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the debt instrument constitutes a quoted Eurobond and the investor is resident in an EU member state or a
jurisdiction with which Ireland has signed a double taxation agreement; or
the issuer is a Section 110 company and the interest is paid out of the assets of the company.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

BANKRUPTCY
Bankruptcy remoteness
How are SPVs made bankruptcy-remote?

To protect the parties to a securitisation transaction, such transactions are designed to insulate the SPV and its assets
from the insolvency of any party, or the ability of any party to take insolvency proceedings against the SPV. Bankruptcy
remoteness is often achieved through the following steps:
ensuring that the SPV is incorporated as a new orphan entity with a distinct and separate legal personality;
ensuring that limited recourse and non-petition language is included in the relevant securitisation transaction
documents;
ensuring that the transfer of assets to the SPV is achieved by means of a true sale, rather than a mere secured
loan;
restricting the SPV’s ability to incur liabilities additional to those liabilities incurred through participating in the
securitisation through the use of negative pledges and covenants in the transaction documents; and
restricting commencement of insolvency proceedings by third parties (eg, unsecured creditors) by granting
security over all the SPV’s assets in favour of the security trustee for the SPV’s secured creditors.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

True sale
What factors would a court in your jurisdiction consider in making a determination of true sale of
the underlying assets to the SPV (eg, absence of recourse for credit losses, arm’s length)?

If an Irish court were to examine whether a transfer of assets was a true sale or a transfer by way of security of such
assets it would apply the principles set out in Re: George Inglefield [1933] Ch. 1, as considered and applied by the
English Court of Appeal in Welsh Development Agency v Expert Finance Co Ltd [1992] BCC 270 (the recent Irish case
of Re: Eteams (International) Limited (in voluntary liquidation ) affirmed that 'those decisions represent good law on
that issue and that it is right to follow them'). In doing so, a court must look to the substance of the legal obligations
concerned and in the absence of the contract being held to be a sham, the nature of the contract is determined by the
objective terms and their legal effect. The above decisions have identified the following as key elements of a true sale
transaction:
there is no right to reacquire the assets by repaying the purchaser the price received on the sale;
the purchaser has no obligation to account to the seller for any profit made on the disposition by it of the assets;
and
the purchaser has no right of recourse to the seller if the purchaser realises the assets acquired by it for an
amount less than the price paid for it.
Law stated - 11 January 2022
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Consolidation of assets and liabilities
What are the factors that a bankruptcy court would consider in deciding to consolidate the assets
and liabilities of the originator and the SPV in your jurisdiction?

In the event of the insolvency of an Irish company, an Irish court has the power in certain specific circumstances to
pierce the corporate veil to make contribution or pooling orders in respect of related companies and their assets.
There is no specific doctrine of 'substantive consolidation' akin to that which exists under US law. However, Irish case
law has provided that a court may, in exceptional circumstances disregard the separate legal personality of two or
more companies and treat them as a single entity if this conforms to the economic and commercial realities of the
situation and the justice of the case so requires. However, on the basis that there are statutory remedies, the
indications are that the courts would only exercise this jurisdiction in the most exceptional cases.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

UPDATE AND TRENDS
Key developments of the past year
Are there any rules governing securitisations pending in your jurisdiction or reforms under way,
such as prohibitions on financial firms betting against the securities they package, improved
disclosure and oversight of the asset-backed securities market, rules limiting bank compensation
structures that incentivise risk, etc?

The EBA recently closed its consultation on the draft regulatory technical standards (RTS) with respect to risk retention
requirements pursuant to the EU Securitisation Regulation. To date, the market has been operating on the basis of draft
RTS dating from 2018, which the EBA submitted to the European Commission but were never finally adopted. The new
draft RTS are substantively based on the 2018 draft RTS, but contain some additional nuances that the market will need
to digest. For example, the provisions in relation to compliance with the ‘sole purpose’ test for limb (b) originators
contain subtle changes in language. However, this amendment is not anticipated to be material and overall will affirm
the principles-based approach for originators in complying with this test.
Law stated - 11 January 2022

What legislation or government or industry initiatives are in place or contemplated to address the
termination of LIBOR and transition to a substitute rate?

No specific Irish domestic legislation or government initiatives are in place or contemplated, other than the EU
Benchmark Regulation, as this is primarily a matter for the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) and the Bank of
England (the relevant UK regulators). Irish financial institutions have closely monitored developments and in particular
the announcement on 5 March 2021 by the FCA regarding the future cessation of 35 LIBORs at staged intervals from
31 December 2021. Accordingly, Irish financial institutions have been transitioning to new benchmarks such as SOFR,
SONIA and EURIBOR to meet the regulatory deadlines.
The Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) has focused on ensuring that its supervisory expectations with respect to the LIBOR
transition are made clear to regulated entities. On 28 February 2020, the CBI circulated an industry letter reminding the
boards of fund management companies that they are responsible for ensuring that preparations for the impact of the
benchmark reforms are in place for each fund it manages.
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At a European level, the EU Benchmarks Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/1101 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 8 June 2016, as amended by Regulation (EU) 2021/168 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10
February 2021), supports the broader process of benchmark reform. It introduces a common framework and
consistent approach to benchmark regulation across the EU by requiring financial institutions to have plans in place to
cover their usage of benchmarks. It was transposed into Irish law on 10 August 2021 by S.I. No. 415/2021 - European
Union (Indices Used as Benchmarks in Financial Instruments and Financial Contracts or to Measure the Performance
of Investment Funds) (Amendment) Regulations 2021.
Law stated - 11 January 2022
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Jurisdictions
Bermuda

Walkers

Denmark

Gorrissen Federspiel

Greece

Karatzas & Partners Law Firm

Ireland

Maples Group

Japan

Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu

Luxembourg

Vandenbulke

Malta

GVZH Advocates

Portugal

VdA

Switzerland

Walder Wyss Ltd

United Kingdom

Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft LLP

USA

Cadwalader Wickersham & Taft LLP
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